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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the correlation between low lumi-
nosity and low polarization for off-energy particles in the
Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). In the arcs of the SLC the
spin of the polarized electrons has a net horizontal prece~
sion of about 25 turns. For example, a particle off energy
by 1Yo deviates by 0.25 spin turns or a 90° rotation from
the core. It reduces the average polarization measured by
a Compton polarimeter near the interaction point (IP).
Since the energy acceptance or bandwidth of the final f~
cus optics is limited to a certain range (= +0.5 70), these
off-energy particles are not focussed as well at the IP and
thus contribute less to luminosity. Therefore, the effec-

- tive polarization at the IP weighted by the luminosity is
higher than the measured polarization. Relative correc-
tions of this measured value by +0.5 to 1 yo for the core
and another +1 to 2 Yo for low energy beam tails seems
to be necessary for the 1993 run. In 1994, beam shaping
with over-compression producing lower energy spreads and
smaller tails together with a new arc setup with fewer ef-
fective spin turns promise to reduce this effect by an order
of magnitude.

1 Introduction
At the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) highly polarized
(= ~%) electrons collide with positrons at the Z center
of mass energy. The measured cross section wymmetry of
the left and right handed electrons (AL~) determine im-
portant high energy parameters like sin2 Ow and the top
mass range [1, 2]. The statistical error of the ALR is about
*6 70, the systematic error is below *2%, if the here di~
cussed effect is properly taken into account. Three relevant
beam and accelerator set ups are necessary, first a big en-
ergy spread of the beam and especially a distribution with
long energy tails, second spin rotations in the ARCS [5]
where different energy particles precess differently fast and
third the final focus optics (FF) where off-energy particles
are focussed weaker and contribute less to the lumino~
i~, while the Compton polarimeter measures the spin of
all particles. The relevant parameters, measurements and
simulations, and the improvements in 1994 are discussed
for the three arem.

2 Energy Spread and Distribution

The final energy distribution at the end of the SLC has
many contributions from different }art~ of the accelera-
tor and <an be influenced by adjusting parameters in the
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longitudinal phase space. A detailed description is given
elsewhere [31, here we will summarize the effects. In the -
damping ring the beam has a bunch length of 10 mm (u).
The length is big due potential well distortion and cures
for the microwave instability.

Therefore the bunch goes partly over the cr~t of the rf
in the S-band cavity in the ring-t~linac (RTL) compre~
sion section. This generates a compressed ga~ian bunch
(1.3 mm) with additional tails in back and front. h 1994
we are running with an over-compression in the RTL which
folds the z-tails of the DR on top of the core generating
a more rectangular distribution (less tails than gaussian),
which gives a lower energy spread downstream.

In the finac the rf and the longitudinal wakefields shape
the energy distribution. Sitting in front of the crest the rf
cosine shape will create a long low energy tati in the front
of the bunch and also some low energy particl~ in the
back, while the bunch length and phase is adjusted to get
a good cancellation of wakefield and rf curvatures resulting
in a doubl~horned core distribution. By adjusting not
only the bunch length, but also the bunch distribution the
wakefield can cancel the rf in principle perfectly. At the
end of the linac in the BSY (beam switch yard) the beams
are bend into the ARCS and the energy distribution can
be measured at a dispersive point (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Beam Distributions at Dispersive Points

A profile monitor in the BSY (insert) shows the jull energy
distribution. Here the core is saturated, but tails down to

-2 % are visible. The measured energy distribution in the

Chromatic Correction Section (o) shows a part oj the low
energy tail and an asymmety which can be compared to the
simulation results for diflerent cuts (–2 % and -0.8 %).
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In the BSY there are energy collimators which were clip
ping the beam differently during the 1993 run. This r~
suited in a correlation between the measured polarization
and the position of the low energy jaw of the collimator [4]
(stars in Fig. 5).

In the ARCS there is a small (0.0770) energy spread in-
crease due to synchrotron radiation. At the end in the
chromatic correction ~ction (CCS) of the FF another en-
ergy spread memurement was done. This can be compared
with a simulation which includm the long tails, the longitu-
dinal wakefields in the linac, the cut in the collimator and
the energy spread increase in the ARC (compare Fig. 1).
A skewness of the core can be generated by higher order
and non-linear effects (skewness in DR distribution, T566
and/or ph~e offset in RTL, not optimal phase in linac
phase).

3 Spin ~rns in the Arc

The arcs bend the beams out by nearly 90° and then back
by about 180°. The spin of an electron will rotate and
make about –25 turns in the first part and back +50 turns

- in the second part, resulting in an overall value of 25 turns.
Since these turns depend linearly on energy, an electron
with an energy offset of 1 Yo will rotate 0.25 turns differ-
ently. In other words, the spin of this electron has an angle
of 90° compared to the on-energy electrons. 2 Yooff-energy
particles will have the opposite spin direction.
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Figure 2: Polarization versus Energy

The polarization shows a 17 tum (or 29 turn) dependence
for vetiical (horizontal) spin launch.

Due to the vertical spin resonance a vertically oriented
spin can tilt to the horizontal and/or back depending on
the vertical orbit. This is helpful for orienting the spin at
the IP with vertical orbit bumps which have two advan-
tages: First, it made it possible to+urn-off the RTL and
linac solenoids, which were incompatible with the flat beam
(low vertical emittance) running in 1993. Second, since the
spin is now not launched horizontally, but vertically, the
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Figure 3: Vertical Spot Size vs Angular Divergence

The effective spot size (lure) can be ove~sfimated by us-
ing the mg value when higher chromatic abberation am
pm9ent.

spin of different energy electrons will stay the same (verti-
cal) till it is rotated into the horizontal (and longitudinal
at the IP), where it will experience only a smd amount of
energy dependence [5]. Instead of the original 25 turns, a
17 turn dependence was measured for the vertical launch
(Fig. 2). A further reduction with different local bumps
(front, middle, back arc) might help to reduce the energy
dependence even further.

4 Final Focus Optics

In the final focus system the beam is reduced down to -
micron-sized beam spots. Since the very low ~emittance of
the flat beam running the spot size in y is even below 1pm
and starts to get dominated by higher order abberations.
In the content of this paper mainly the chromatic effects
are of interest, since off-energy particles will be somewhat
away from the IP and therefore contribute l= to lutii-
nosity, but will be measured at the Compton polarimeter
together with the other particles as am average polariza-
tion.

The chromatic effects can consist of dispersion R36 and
higher order effects: T366, U3466. The dispersion is gener-
ally minimized during beam-beam scans. T366 is ssaumed
to be Small. The U3466 = 230 m is the biggest term for
the 1993 run and is eliminated with the final focus up
grade. The spot size UVis calculated for a certain anguIar
divergence and energy offset as

For a given energy distribution (AE/E)4 has to be r~
placed by the forth moment of that distribution (6~) which
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is (6A) = 3 $~m. for a Gaussian and (62) = 1.86~~. for
a rectangular distribution. This will give the rm-value
u., .-. of the vertical distribution at the IP. Since the di-
t;b;fion is not at all Gaussian, the luminosity can @be
derived by simply taking

L=
const

4~u~,rm* ‘
(2)

where the 4T is a form factor for Gaussian distributions.
Instead of changing the form factor, the distribution is
convoluted with the same distribution (like collided with
the positron beam) and the luminosity calculated directly.
From there an effective Gausian beam size is extracted
by simply taking Uv,f.m = c/L. Fig. 3 show: the rms,

luminosity and linear optics spot sizes as functions of the
angular divergence. The luminosity can not be improved
by changing the angular divergence from 150 to 100 prad,
as experimentally found, but expected from the simple rms
picture.

The spot size dependence at the final focus versus en-
ergy or the bandwidth can only be measured with a single
round beam on the FF-wires. Extrapolating this result to
flat beams is consistent with the =umed ValUe fOr U3466

- (Fig. 4)..

Figure 4: Energy Bandwidth

The vertical spot size is measured for diflerent energies and
extrapolated to an emittance of about 7C = 0.5.10-5 m-rad.
The assutied U3466 tem shows a good a9reement.

The Compton polarimeter is down stream of the IP and
it is assumed that it measures the average polarization of
all particles. At particular times different polarizations
were measured for certain energy spreads [6].

5 Conclusion

Simulatingthe three effects (energy distribution, ARC de
polarization and bandwidth. limitation m the final focus
optim), a higher polarization at the IP of2Yo+O.570 com-
pared to the Compton averageis predicted and agreeswith
the measured slope (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Correlation of Polarization versus Cohator P-
sition.

The collimators were moved many times during the run
and there is a correlation with the polarization visible (*,
scaled). Simulatiomshow that the low energy tail reduces
the measured polarization (Compton), but changes the ef-
fective IP polarization only a little bit, making a correction
necessary.
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